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Vocabulary 

Friends 
I can talk about friends and friendship. 

Tell us what you think is important in a best friend. 

l • JACKO Well, I ho� to be supported by a best friend when I 
have a problem and I expect them to wer!d tim listening to 
me. I also don't want to have to aP,QIQgi for being me! 

( � QUEEN I agree. A good friend shouldn't mind putting up with 
the bad side of my personality. They should also be honest and 
wam me against doing things they don't think are good. And 
they should advise me to do things they think are good, even if
I • not to do them!

n MATE365 Good points. A best friend doesn't choose to be 
your friend only when things are going well. They should always 
be there when you need them! 

= 

1 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Read the forum posts and discuss 
the opinions. Do you agree with them? Think of two more 
things that are important in a best friend. 

2 Match the highlighted verbs in the forum posts with the 
verb patterns below. 

verb + -ing form 
2 verb+ infinitive 
3 verb+ object+ infinitive 
4 verb+ object+ preposition + -ing form 
S verb+ preposition + -ing form 

3 Choose the correct form to complete the sentences. 

Jack admitted to copy/ copying the test. 
2 Amy hopes to study/ studying medicine. 
3 We really enjoyed to visit/ visiting the exhibition together. 
4 I agreed to go/ going to help him with his homework. 
S Mark encouraged me to apply/ applying for the summer 

job. 
6 They praised him for to volunteer/ volunteering. 

4 VOCABULARY Match the verbs below with the verb 
patterns in exercise 2. Then add the verbs from exercise 3. 

Verb patterns accuse afford beg blame deny end up 
insist on keep manage mention offer persuade promise 
propose remind tell thank for think wonder about 

Introduction 

5 Complete the dialogue with the correct form of the verbs 
below. 

accuse apologise ask insist remind think 
Max Hi, Lily. You look a bit anxious. What's the matter? 
lily Well, I was 1 _ __ __ of going to Amy's, but she's 

just texted me to say she's busy all weekend. I think 
she's angry with me. 

Max Why? I thought you were good friends. 
lily We are, but she 2 

_____ me to go out with her 
last Saturday and I 3 _____ her about Monday's 
maths exam and said we should stay in and study. 

Max That seems reasonable. So what's the problem? 
Lily Well, she 4 

_____ on going out and of course 
she didn't study. She didn't do well in the exam and 
now she's 5 

_____ me of being a bad friend 
because I didn't stop her from going out! 

Max That's really unfair! She should be ashamed of herself. 
In my opinion, she should 6 

_____ for being so 
unreasonable! 

6 Find adjectives in the dialogue that correspond with these
nouns: anger, anxiety, shame. 

7 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Do you think Amy is right to be 
annoyed with Lily? What would you do in a situation like this? 

LEARN THIS! Verbs followed by the infinitive or -ing 

:�: 1 Some verbs are followed by either the infinitive or -ing

form of a verb without any change in meaning. 
2 Some verbs change their meaning depending on whether 

they are followed by an infinitive or an -ing form. 

8 Read the Learn this! box. Put the verbs below into the correct
group (1 or 2) in the Learn this! box.

continue forget go on like prefer remember start 
stop try 

9 Choose the correct form of the verbs to complete the 
sentences. Sometimes both answers are correct. 

I don't like to go/ going to discos. 
2 Did you remember to tell/ telling Ewan about the party? 
3 I tried not to laugh/ laughing, but I couldn't stop myself. 
4 Anna told me about her holidays; then she went on 

to talk/ talking about life at university. 
S We continued to play/ playing video games until midnight. 
6 It started to rain/ raining as soon as we got to the tennis 

court. 

10 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Tell your partner about something 
you did recently. Use verbs from this lesson. 



Present and future tenses 
I can use different tenses to talk about the present and future. 

1 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Look at the list of annoying 
habits. Which annoy you the most? Which do you do? 

S:omeone who: 
• checks their mobile phone all the time.
• always arrives late when meeting friends.
• interrupts people all the time.
• borrows things. but never returns them.
• always talks about himself/herself

2 ifmfl Read and listen to the dialogue. Which of the 
faults in exercise 1 does Andy complain about? Do you 
agree with the advice Jessica gives Andy? Why? / Why not? 

Jessica 
Andy 

Jessica 
Andy 

Jessica 

Andy 
Jessica 

Andy 

Jessica 

Andy 

Jessica 

Hi, Andy. You don't seem too happy! 
Oh, it's Tom. I know he's a friend, but he can be 
really annoying sometimes. 
What do you mean? 
Well, he never asks about what I'm doing. 1 He's
always talking about his life and what he's going to 
do, but he doesn't care about anyone else! 
Yes, I've noticed that 2 he never takes an interest in 
other people. Are you going to do anything about it? 
What can I do? 3Tt'iat's the ersonality tie's got.
4 Next time _xou see him, tell him that it annoys you. 
I'll tell him if you want because it irritates me too! 
Perhaps I should, because 5his attitude is really
utting me off him. If he can't change his 

behaviour, then I don't see how we can stay friends. 
60ur first lesson tomorrow is English. I'll speak to 
him then. 
Good idea. If he's really a good friend, he won't 
get angry. 
Well, thanks for your advice. 71'm Rlaying football 
this evening, and it looks like it's going to rain. so I'd 
better go home and pick up my waterproofs. See you. 
OK. Good luck with Tom! 

3 Read the Learn this! box. Match the highlighted sentences
(1-7) in exercise 2 with the structures (a-g). 

S Complete the text with the correct present simple or 
continuous form of the verbs in brackets. More than one 
answer may be possible. 

I frequently '----- (text) my friends on 
my mobile phone, but I'm not like some people 
who 2 _____ (always use) their phones, 
even when they 3 _____ (go out) with 
friends. I 4 _____ (use) it at the moment 
because I 5 _____ (revise) with some 
friends tomorrow (our exams 6 ____ _ 
(start) on Monday) and we 7 

_____ (try) 
to decide where to meet. Texting '----
(help) you organise your life, but shouldn't 
dominate it! 

.,. Grammar Builder I.1 page 122 

6 Read the Learn this! box. Complete the rules with will or 
going to. Use the underlined examples from the dialogue in 
exercise 2 to help you. 

LEARN THIS! will and going to

:�: For predictions, we use: 
� a _ _ ___ when it is based on what we can see or 

hear. 
b __ _ __ when it is based on what we know or is 

just a guess. 
For plans, we use: 
c _ ____ when we have already decided what to do. 
d _____ when we decide what to do at the 

LEARN THIS! Present simple and continuous moment of speaking. 

:�: We use the present simple: 
a for habits and routines. 
b for a permanent situation or fact. 
c for timetables and schedules. 
d in future time clauses after when, as soon as, after, etc. 

or (the) next time, etc. 
We use the present continuous: 
e for something happening now or about now. 
f for describing annoying behaviour with always.

g for future arrangements. 

4 Find more examples of the present simple and continuous 
in the dialogue in exercise 2. Match them with the uses in 
the Learn this! box. 

e We use _____ to make offers and promises. 

.,. Grammar Builder I.2 page 122 

7 Read the questions. Which present and future tenses 
would you use to answer each one? 

1 What habits do you have that might annoy people? 
2 What do you do if someone has habits that are annoying? 
3 What social arrangements have you made for the next 

few days? 
4 What events in school do you predict for the coming year? 
5 What plans do you have for the next school holiday? 

8 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions 
in exercise 7. 

Introduction 4 
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:j Unit 1 Fame 

1 SPEAKING Look at the photos (A-F). Can you identify the people and their 
occupations? What have they done to become famous? 

2 VOCABULARY In pairs, check the meaning of the adjectives below. Then decide 
which qualities you would need to be successful at each occupation in exercise 1. 

We think you would need to be creative and industrious to be a successful writer. 

Personality adjectives bad-tempered bossy cautious considerate creative 
cruel eccentric gullible industrious insecure intelligent judgemental 
outgoing passionate sociable selfless self-satisfied shrewd spontaneous 
stingy stubborn sympathetic untrustworthy vain 

3 Read the Chinese horoscope on the next page. Match each of the descriptions with 
two adjectives from exercise 2. 

Tigers: spontaneous. vain 

4 Using the years they were born, match the people in exercise 1 with an animal from 
the Chinese horoscope. Are the personality adjectives similar to those you chose in 
exercise 1? 

5 Look at the year when you were born in the Chinese horoscope. Which animal are 
you? Do you agree with the description? 

6 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Use adjectives that you already know and the adjectives from 
exercise 2 to describe a famous person that you both know. Can you guess the person 
from your partner's description? 



www.ZabanBook.com Oxen think very carefully before 
making decisions and can be 
determined to do what they 

want even if others don't agree. 

Tigers often do things without 
planning them. They can sometimes 

be too proud of their appearance. 

&S�wllr::J., 

Rabbits are good at 
using their imaginations 

and have a talent for 
making things, but they 
can be too pleased about 
their own achievements. 

Dragons are very 
clever, but they often 
disapprove of others. 

Snakes are good at 
judging situations 

correctly. They 
sometimes don't care if 
they cause people pain. " 

ji Horses are friendly and like 
11to meet new people, but they 

can often get quite angry. 

Sheep think about other people's feelings 
before they act, but they don't always 
feel very confident about themselves. 

7 VOCABULARY Match the compound adjectives below with 
definitions 1-10. 

Compound adjectives bad-mannered easy-going 
hard-working light-hearted open-minded 
quick-witted self-confident single-minded 
thick-skinned well-behaved 

Having confidence in yourself and your abilities. 
2 Thinking only about the thing that you want to achieve. 
3 Not easily upset by negative comments. 
4 Relaxed and happy to accept things without worrying. 
5 Behaving in a way that is acceptable. 
6 Able to think in a fast way. 
7 Cheerful and without problems. 
8 Rude and not showing respect. 
9 Willing to accept other ideas and ways of doing things. 

10 Putting a lot of effort into something. 

8 1¥18'#• Listen to three speakers talking about different
life experiences. What are the experiences? Which qualities 
from exercise 7 does each speaker say are important? 

RECYCLE! Present perfect and past simple contrast 

We use the present perfect to talk about an experience in 
the past without mentioning the exact time. 
We use the past simple to talk about a past event that 
took place at a specific time. 

Rats do everything 1. 
with great feeling and 
enthusiasm. They are 

sometimes too trusting 
and believe everything 

people tell them. 

Pigs put other 
people's needs before 
their own, but they 
can sometimes be a 

bit mean with money. 

Dogs love being 
around other 

people and show 
understanding for 

people with problems. 

Roosters work hard, but they 
like to tell others what to do. 

Monkeys sometimes behave strangely. 
You can't always believe what they say. 

9 MM• Read the Recycle! box. Then listen again and 
complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verbs in brackets. Use the past simple or present perfect, 
affirmative or negative. 

Speaker 1 _ ____ (give) comedy shows all over the 
country. 

2 Speaker 1 ____ _  (have) a good experience in Liverpool. 
3 By travelling alone, Speaker 2 _____ (make) friends 

with a lot more people. 
4 Speaker 2 _ ____ (taste) insects just to be polite. 
5 Speaker 3's brother (not find) it difficult to 

stop an argument at a wedding. 
6 As a DJ, Speaker 3's brother ____ _  {have) to deal 

with many similar situations. 

10 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Look at the personality adjectives 
from exercises 2 and 7 and discuss the questions below. 

Which qualities ... 
1 would you like to have, but don't have? 
2 do you look for in a friend? 
3 do you think are the most irritating? 
4 are the most useful for succeeding at school? 
5 can be both positive and negative? 

I'd like to be more spontaneous and less insecure. 

I like my friends to be ... 
1 



Listening 

Press intrusion 
I can identify the attitude of a speaker. 

1 SPEAKING Describe the photo. What is the drone doing? 
Why is it there? Who is controlling it? 

2 Read the magazine article. Do you think that the 
paparazzi should be able to use drones? 

WHAT ARE DRONES? 

Drones are increasingly being used by the paparazzi 

to film or photograph people who are in the public eye, 

often without their knowledge and certainly without their 

permission. These small, radio-controlled flying cameras 

can be bought relatively cheaply and can easily be used to 

invade someone's privacy. 

WHAT PROBLEMS DO THEY CAUSE? 

The growing number of these aircraft is causing celebrities 

to run for cover inside their homes, but they are not safe 

even there, as the cameras can film through windows. 

3 VOCABULARY In pairs, check the meaning of the words 
and phrases below. How many can you find in the text? 

The media 
Nouns and noun phrases celebrities free press 
investigative journalism journalist paparazzi 
the press press regulators privacy laws publicity 
scandal tabloid press 
Verbs and verb phrases be in the public eye 
be in the public interest harass 
invade someone's privacy stalk sue for libel 

- Vocabulary Builder Adjectives with positive and negative 
meanings: page 117 

: Listening Strategy i 
• When you listen, pay attention to what words each f 

speaker uses to express his/her attitude. Words with a f 
: similar meaning may have different connotations. i, 
• .,,, ....... � ...... .!-����···-a..•.t·• ��· ..._ .... � .. �!!�"�"1!t:�� 

4 l+INI Read the Listening Strategy. Then listen and 
underline the correct words to complete the sentences. 

Speaker 1 describes the film premiere as packed/ bustling. 
2 Speaker 2 says that the singer was watched/ spied on. 
3 Speaker 3 describes the actor as stubborn/ determined. 
4 Speaker 4 thinks the footballer is generous/ extravagant. 
5 Speaker 5 says that the people in the TV show often 

chat/ gossip. 

;Jjb:7;J�"t 

WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT THEM? 

In the USA, where most drones have been sold, press 

regulators have been rushing to redraft the country's 

privacy laws. In fact, paparazzi drones have already been 

banned in California. But the fear is that the operators of 

these intrusive devices will be impossible to track down. 

5 lf•Ni Check the meaning of all the adjectives. Choose the 
adjective describing the attitude of each speaker (a, b or c). 
Then listen again and check. Use your answers to exercise 4 to 
help you. 

1 Speaker 1 is 
a disappointed. 

2 Speaker 2 is 
a indifferent. 

3 Speaker 3 is 
a optimistic. 

4 Speaker 4 is 
a accusing. 

5 Speaker 5 is 

b 

b 

b 

b 

bored. C enthusiastic. 

disapproving. C sarcastic. 

impressed. C uninterested. 

disbelieving. C approving. 

a critical. b interested. c passionate. 

6 ffi•tji Listen and match the speakers (1-4) with sentences 
A-E. Write the correct number. There is one extra sentence.

_ A The speaker's attitude towards celebrities is unsympathetic. 
_ B The speaker feels outraged about the paparazzi's 

harassment of celebrities. 
_ C The speaker has a balanced view of the use of drones in 

public life. 
_ D The speaker is enthusiastic about celebrity gossip. 
_ E The speaker isn't completely supportive of all journalists. 

7 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Discuss the questions. 

Would you like to live your life in the public eye? Why?/ Why 
not? 

2 Is it justified for the paparazzi to follow celebrities? 
3 Could you imagine yourself working as a paparazzi 

photographer? Why?/ Why not? 



Physician Alait Jaswal had a very unusual childhood. He 

didn't use to play with toys like most children. Instead, he 

used to read a lot - he could read and write from the age 

of two. And what did he use to read as a five-year-old boy? 

Shakespeare! He also had a passion for science and would 

read everything he could find about human anatomy. He 

performed his first operation at the age of seven, treating 

the badly burned hands of a young girl whose family 

couldn't afford medical care. This operation was filmed 

and posted on YouTube - leading to worldwide fame for 

Alait. At the age of twelve, he was accepted into a medical 

university, becoming the youngest person ever to achieve 

this in India. He studied there for several years and hopes 

one day to go to Harvard University. He is currently trying 

to find a cure for cancer. 

1 Read the text. What is unusual about Akrit Jaswal? 

2 Read the Learn this! box. Then find all the examples of used

to and would in the text. 

LEARN THIS! used to and would

:�: 1 We use used to and would to talk about past habits and 
situations that were different in the past. 
His family used to be extremely poor. 
When he was young, he'd spend time studying medicine. 

2 We don't use used to or would when we say how long 
a past habit or situation lasted. We use the past simple. 
He went to college for five years. 
NOT l=fa tJso.sl te / ,,etJl.sl ,:,e te eello,:,o fef' fi,'8 yo,-,ws. )( 

3 We don't use would with state verbs - we use used to.

He used to love reading. 
NOT l=lo v,·otJlt1 le>'o rea.sliflg. )( 

4 We avoid using would with questions and negatives. 
Did he use to play with cars and dolls? 
NOT WetJlc1 HO 19la:, 1,·itH Gaf's aflc1 .slells? )( 
People didn't use to become famous so easily in the past. 
NOT Poe19lo 1.'etJl.slfl't l?oeel'l'lo fal'l98tJS so easily ifl tHo 
�)( 

- Grammar Builder 1.2 page 125

fj Unit 1 Fame

3 Complete the sentences with the correct form of used to or 
would. In which sentences is either possible? 

He _ _ _ _ _ __ (work) as a journalist for a science 
magazine. 

2 Years ago, they ______ (go) on holidays abroad 
every winter. 

3 That actor _ __ _ _ __ (have) really long hair - now 
he's bald. 

4 _ _ _ ____ (she wear) glasses before she became a 
model? I'm sure she did! 

S Lots of people ______ (follow) him on Twitter, but 
he's not so popular now. 

6 When I was younger, I was so poor I _______ (never 
accept) invitations to go out. 

4 Decide if the highlighted words in the text below are correct 
or incorrect. Correct any mistakes in your notebook using 
the correct form of used to or would, or the past simple 
where neither is possible. 

For every success story, there's another about someone who 
1used to have it all, then lost it. One actor 2would own homes 
all over the world, including a castle in Germany, but these 
properties had to be sold to pay his tax bills. A well-known 
actress and former model 3didn't use to have money problems. 
She 4would enjoy a successful career for many years, until a 
studio won more than $8 million from her when she pulled 
out of a film. Fortunately for her, after a legal process which 
5used to last eighteen months, this decision was overturned. 
But it's not just film stars who go from riches to rags. 
Footballer Jermaine Pennant 6would be the most expensive 
teenager in history - he was bought by Arsenal for £2 million. 
But the troubled young star 7would often behave rebelliously 
and scored just three goals for the club before leaving. 

5 USE OF ENGLISH Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the words in brackets. Do not change the order of the 
words. You can add up to three other words. 

1 Gary _____ _ _ _ __ (used/ want) be a vet. 
2 When you were younger, _ _ _ _ _______ (use/ 

have) a favourite toy? 
3 Years ago, people _______ ___ (not/ use) 

want to become celebrities as much as they do now. 
4 He was such a lazy student that 

_ _ _ _ _ ___ ___ (would/ do) his homework five 
minutes before the class. 

S Isn't that Ali? _____ _ _ ___ (she/ use) be at 
your school? 

6 My parents ___ _ _ _ _ _ __ (would/ let) me 
stay up late at weekends. 

6 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Think about when you were five 
or six years old. Talk to your partner about these things. Use 
used to or would.

favourite toys you played with 
2 books you read 

3 friends you had 
4 other things you enjoyed 

I used to have a giant teddy bear that I really loved. 



Position and order of adjectives 
I can use adjectives correctly. 

1 Read the message board. Do you agree with any of the 
opinions? 

Lawrence. She's such a 
talented young actress. She 
also does selfless charity 
work, helping to fight hunger 
and poverty and supporting 
people with disabilities. 

RCO 

I'm a huge movie fan and I 
_ agree she's great. And she 

always looks stunning - did 
you see those pictures of her 
wearing baggy white trousers 
and silver shoes? Amazing! 
PATTI 

Can' t agree with you, Marco -
I get really annoyed by these 
self-satisfied celebrities. They 
live in huge modern homes 
while there are thousands of 
young children around the 
world going without food. 
Why don't they give away 
more of their money if they 
care that much? 

2 Read the Learn this! box. Find all the adjectives in exercise 1. 
Do they come before a noun or after a linking verb? 

We can use most adjectives before a noun or after 
a linking verb (be, become,feel, get, look, seem, smell, 

sound, taste, etc.). 
She's a wonderful singer! Her voice sounds fantastic. 

2 When we use more than one adjective to describe a 
noun, we use this order: 
opinion size age colour origin noun 
a fabulous big new red French car 

3 Look again at the adjectives that come before a noun in 
exercise 1. Match them with the categories (size, age, colour, 
etc.) in the Learn this! box. 

young-age selfless - description 

4 Complete the sentences with the adjectives in brackets in 
the correct order. 

My favourite director's latest film is about a ____ _ 

________ ____ musician. (young/ 
Portuguese/ vain) 

2 The interviewer was wearing a ___ _ __ __ _ __ _ 
___ __ dress. (Japanese/ white/ long) 

3 The lead singer always appears on stage in a ____ _ 
____________ wig. (massive/ red/ ridiculous) 

4 My dream is to buy a(n) _ _ _ ______ _ 
__ ___ motorbike. (Italian/ black/ 1960s) 

5 As a child, he used to live in a(n) ___________ _ 
house outside London. (modern / ugly) 

5 Match the adjectives with similar meanings to make pairs. 

afraid - frightened 

itffflttf alive alone angry annoyed asleep 
frightei.eel glad happy live lonely sleeping 

LOOKOUT! 

There are some adjectives that we do not usually put 
before a noun. We can use them after a linking verb or use 
another adjective with a similar meaning. 

There were dozens of fans who were upset. 
There were dozens of disappointed fans. 
NOT H-1epe .. eFB dezeAs ef 1:119set; fa As.)( 

6 Read the Look out! box. Which adjective in each pair from 
exercise 5 can go a) before a noun and b) only after a linking 
verb? Use a dictionary to help you. 

.,. Grammar Builder 1.3 page 125 

7 Choose the correct words to complete the sentences. 
Sometimes both are possible. 

1 Ten glad/ happy winners have shared this week's lottery prize. 
2 The woman was disappointed/ upset because the noise 

woke her asleep/ sleeping baby. 
3 A ninety-year-old brilliant/ French actor has won an award 

at the Cannes Film Festival. 
4 The are some huge grey/ nasty clouds in the distance. 
5 Some well-known people have quite alone/ lonely lives. 
6 He wrote an angry/ annoyed email to protest about the use 

of alive/ live animals in scientific research. 
7 She's wearing an antique silver/ Russian necklace. 

8 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Using adjectives and linking verbs, 
tell your partner about a famous person you would like to meet. 

• Give some information about them and what they do. 
• Say why you'd like to meet them and how it would make

you feel.

Unit 1 Fame C•l€1111 



1 SPEAKING Look at the headlines. Do you think they 
could appear in the media in your country? Why?/ Why 

not? Which type of media do you prefer to use, TV or the 
internet? Why? 

Teenagers watching less TV
(CBS News) 

YouTube stars more popular with 
teens than celebrities ( Variety Magazine)

Teenagers prefer social media to TV 
(The Daily Telegraph) 

2 Read the text and answer the questions. 

In which paragraph (A-E) does the writer ... 

1 provide an example that demonstrates how popular 

vloggers have become?_ 
2 give reasons for the popularity of vlogs? 

3 give an example of someone being dishonest?_ 

Reading Strategy 

Read the multiple-choice questions and all possible 
answers carefully. Find the part of the text that each 
question refers to. Read the answers again and choose 
the one that best matches the information in the text. 
Check that the other answers are incorrect. 

3 Read the Reading Strategy. Then read the first question 
in exercise 4, followed by paragraph A. When you have 
chosen the correct answer (a, b, c or d), read the paragraph 
again and decide why the other options are wrong. 

§j Unit 1 Fame 

4 Read the text. For questions 2-5, circle the correct options (a-d). 

1 There was a large police presence at a bookstore because 

a fans of David Beckham were waiting to see him. 
b someone very popular with teenagers was causing 

excitement. 

c the person who was coming was a pop sensation. 

d seven hundred people wanted to buy a book. 
2 The press want to find out 

a why vloggers have become so popular. 
b what vloggers do. 

c who was responsible for the vlog Pointless. 

d how many people subscribe to vlogs. 
3 One of the common characteristics of vlogs is that 

followers can 

a create relationships with other vlog followers. 
b share their interest in vlogs created by media corporations. 

c change the content of the vlogs they like. 
d make their opinions on vloggers' work known. 

4 Vloggers can record in better facilities if they 

a display adverts on their vlogs. 
b already earn about £100,000 a year. 

c have a certain number of followers. 
d live in London or New York. 

5 The incident with Zoella's book 
a lost her a lot of fans. 

b suggested that the world of vlogging is changing. 
c showed that she can write as well as Alfie Deyes. 

d demonstrated that dreams can come true. 

5 Read the text again. Are the sentences true or false? Write 
T or F. Correct the false sentences. 

Alfie Deyes nearly attracted as many people as David 
Beckham. 

2 Alfie participates in his own videos. 
3 Vloggers and their viewers are from the same age group._ 
4 The relationship between vloggers and viewers could be 

damaged by money._ 

5 Zoella's fans thought she was under the control of the media 

corporations._ 



Aborigines and Maoris 

1 SPEAKING Look at the two photos. What do you know 
about the Aborigine and Maori cultures? 

2 Read the text. What two customs do the texts mention? 

3 USE OF ENGLISH Complete the text. Write one word in 
each gap. 

i+tli# 
Anybody who is hoping to have new experiences when 
they visit Australia or New Zealand should meet the � , 
original inhabitants of'------ two countr'�e l
Aborigines and the Maoris. However, 2 

5 both cultures have experienced similar problems caused 
by the arrival of Europeans to their lands, the Aborigines 
and the Maoris are very different. 

The Aborigines have one of the oldest surviving cultures in 
10 the world. It is more 3 _ _ ____ 60,000 years old, and 

during this period of time, they have formed hundreds of 
tribes that have developed different customs and around 
seven hundred different languages. In 1971, a flag 
______ designed to represent all the Aborigine 

15 tribes and help unite them. 
The Aborigines hold a lot of ceremonies to celebrate 
different events, but one of the most important to nearly 
______ of the tribes is the 'walkabout'. It might 
seem like an adventure to people from other cultures, but 

20 the walkabout involves boys aged thirteen sleeping rough for 
as long as six months in the Australian desert. They spend 
the whole time alone and • ______ to hunt for food 
to survive. Once the walkabout period has finished, they are 
welcomed back by their village, which celebrates the arrival of 

25 a new man in the community. 

The Maoris arrived in New Zealand from East Polynesia in 
the second half of the 12th century. The Maoris all speak 
the 7 

______ language and share the same customs, 
and this has helped them to have a strong presence in 

30 modern New Zealand. Maori is one of the country's two 
official languages. Maoris believe that all natural things and 
living things are connected, and modern Maoris are very 
concerned 8 

_ __ __ _  the protection of the environment. 

, .. One important aspect of Maori culture is Ta moko - tattooing. 
I 35 Both men and women can have tattoos • ____ __ their
I bodies or their faces. The tattoos represent the family or 
�1 tribe that they belong 10 

______ . The designs are very 
'? intricate and are now inspiring a lot of the designs of tattoo 

artists around the world. 
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::). � Answer the questions in your own words.

'. :�· Why do you think the creation of a flag was useful for the 
Aborigines? 

2 Why is 'walkabout' so important? 
3 Why are Maoris so interested in looking after the 

environment? 
4 How would you be able to know what tribe a Maori adult 

belongs to? 

6 M•W Listen to a radio interview. What is Nikau's 
attitude to his own culture? Is he proud, indifferent, 
concerned, or ignorant? How do you know? 

7 f,fthW Listen again and answer the questions. 

1 What does kia ora mean? 
2 What does whenua refer to? 
3 What type of holiday do a lot of tourists go on in 

New Zealand? 
4 Which sport are Maoris good at? 
5 What is a haka?

4 Read the text again. Write A for Aborigines or M for Maoris.
8 SPEAKING In pairs, discuss what you think about the 

customs of 'walkabout' and 'Ta moko'. 
Which people ... 
1 involve both females and males in a ritual? 
2 are interested in ecology?_ 
3 tried to symbolically unite their different groups?_ 
4 might have problems understanding each other?_ 
5 visually display their association with certain people?_ 
6 expect teenagers to be able to look after themselves?_ 

9 INTERNET RESEARCH Work in pairs. Find out five more 
facts about the Aborigines or five more facts about the 
Maoris. Explain the facts to your partner. 

;j;b:7;;�� Culture Bank 



Race relations 

1 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Discuss the questions. 

What different ways of protesting can you think of? 
2 What recent protests have taken place in your country, 

or in other countries? 

2 Read the text and say which things the Freedom Riders did. 

The Freedom Riders broke the law. 
2 They won the support of civil rights leaders. 
3 They attracted a lot of media attention. 

I 

After the Second World War, African Americans who 
had served their country were not willing to return to a 
segregated society, where they would not be allowed to 
make use of the same public services, educational facilities 
and transport as white Americans. America was aware that 
change was necessary, but for many citizens, both black 
and white, it wasn't changing fast enough, especially in 
the south. 

In 1960, the Supreme Court had ruled that African 
10 Americans had the right to use the same facilities as 

white people when travelling across the country. However, 
black people still faced hostility and ra"cism in the south. 
At coach and rail stations in states such as Alabama, 
Mississippi and Louisiana, black travellers found signs in 

15 waiting rooms and restaurants that said 'Whites only'. These 
signs openly broke the laws of the country, but President 
Kennedy's government was more worried about the nuclear 
threat from the USSR than domestic issues. 

As a result, a civil rights organisation called the Congress 
20 of Racial Equality (CORE) decided that if they couldn't 

count on the government to enforce the law, they would 
force the country to sit up and notice the unconstitutional 
behaviour of the southern states. Thirteen people, black 
and white, were chosen to travel on two coaches from 

25 Washington, D.C. to New Orleans in Louisiana in the 
Deep South. The objective was to see 
what would happen when the African 
Americans attempted to exercise their 
rights in the southern states. 

30 However, not everybody in the civil rights 
movement thought the trip was a good 
idea. Neither Martin Luther King nor 
other prominent leaders thought that the 
Freedom Riders, as they became known, 

35 would arrive safely at their destination, 
and told them to call it off. Despite these 
warnings, on 4 May 1961, the thirteen 
volunteers boarded two coaches with three 
journalists and set off on a trip that would 

40 become front page news around the world. 

www.ZabanBook.com 
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3 Read the text again and answer the questions. 

What did African Americans not want to experience again 
after the war? 

2 What did some citizens think of the changes taking place in 
American society? 

3 Why was there a problem with the Supreme Court's decision 
about transportation? 

4 Why didn't the Kennedy government show much interest? 
5 What was CORE's objective? 
6 Why were some prominent civil rights leaders against the trip? 

The local police allowed a crowd to violently attack the 
Freedom Riders at the coach station 

2 The Freedom Riders received several days of training in how 
to deal non-violently with aggression._ 

3 One of the coaches was attacked and firebombed by around 
two hundred white men. 

4 The Freedom Riders felt people were trying to avoid 
problems._ 

5 Martin Luther King met them._ 

5 ifZIA• Listen again. Are the sentences true or false? Write
Tor F. 

1 The Freedom Riders thought they were well prepared._ 
2 The Freedom Riders were attacked in Rock Hill. 
3 Martin Luther King warned them about the next stop on 

their journey._ 
4 A policeman acted to stop the crowd in Anniston._ 
5 A local police chief promised to protect the Freedom Riders._ 
6 The racist signs were removed._ 

6 SPEAKING In pairs, discuss the questions about protest. 

Do you think peaceful protests have any effect on 
governments? Why?/ Why not? 

2 Would you have joined the Freedom Riders or an 
organisation like it if you had suffered injustice? Why?/ 
Why not? 

3 Are there any circumstances when you think violent protest 
is justified? Can you give any examples? 



I 

Cowboys 

1 SPEAKING In pairs, choose the words that you think best 
describe a cowboy. 

aggressive cooperative dangerous honest 
independent mean short strong tall weak 

2 Read the article. Do the words that you chose in exercise 1
match what real cowboys were like? 

The tall stranger stands in the sunlight and looks down 
the road to where his rival stands, nervously touching his 

· _ gun with his right hand. Meanwhile, groups of frightened
townspeople watch from the safety of shop doorways.

5 Suddenly, the rival pulls out his pistol, but before he can
pull the trigger, the stranger shoots him. The man falls to 
the ground and dies: just another victim of a Wild West 
shoot-out. 
A familiar scene, but only to fans of westerns, because if 

10 you had lived in the Wild West, you would probably 'never 
have seen a gunfight. According to officia) statistics, there 
were only three organised gunfights during the whole of . 
the 19th century - less than in some films! And although 
cowboys did occasionally get involved in gunfights between 

1s gangs, shootings.were a rare occurrence. In fact, between 
the years of 1870 and 1885, only 45 people were killed by 
gunshot ii:! all the major cowboy towns of the West. 

,. 'But the violent history of cowboys is not the only 
invention that Hoilywood has passed offras true. The 

il20,"'.'!hole coWboy image is a fake. The tall, stro.rig, white 
· cow.b5_?y who rides off into the sunset to fac� danger on

his own has only' •· 1 
ever existed on 
cinema screens. 

25 Forty per cent 
of cowboys 
were African Americans, Native Americans or Mexicans, 
and they were usually short, thin men. Their horses had 
to support their weight for up to fifteen hours a day,. . 

30 so being t_all and very muscular would have made thisr � 
extremely.difficult. And cowboys always worked.together 
in teams, as.controfling a large group of cattle was an 
impossible job for just one man. 
Why, then, did Hollywood manipulate.the truth and create 

35 a character that had little to do with reality? Some people 
say that the cinema industry wanted to take advantage of 
.Americans' fascination with the West, but that the lives of 
real cowb9ys w�re just not interesting enough and had to 
be reinvented .. Others, however, see a political motivation 

40 to· create a role model that would serve ,tie .social and 
· economic interests of the co.'-!ntry:.

·�- � 
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3 Read the text again. Answer the questions in your own 
words. 

What does the last sentence of the first paragraph suggest 
about the Wild West? 

2 Why would someone living in the Wild West probably not 
have seen a gunfight? 

3 What does the fact that only 45 people were shot in fifteen 
years suggest about the Wild West? 

4 What does the writer suggest that Hollywood did? 
5 Why were cowboys usually physically small? 
6 Why do some people believe Hollywood reinvented the 

lives of cowboys? 

4 ffifi• Listen to a podcast about the actor Clint 
Eastwood's career. What jobs did he do in the film 
Unforgiven? 

!It c,1t,,.sa"k ;j;
b
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5 &€1¥• Listen again. Are the sentences true or false? 
Write T or F. 

Clint Eastwood played a cowboy on TV before he played 
one in films. 

2 Sergio Leone's films were very similar to Hollywood 
westerns. 

3 Eastwood doesn't think Sergio Leone's films were of a very 
high quality._ 

4 Eastwood's character was seen as anti-American. 
5 Unforgiven includes few scenes of violence._ 
6 Unforgiven shows a more realistic image of the lives of 

cowboys._ 

6 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Discuss the questions. 

Why do you think the image of the cowboy has been so 
successful in popular culture? 

2 Who or what do you think has replaced the cowboy as an 
icon in modern popular culture? 



Grammar Builder and Reference 

Rewrite the sentences in reported speech using the correct 
verb in brackets. 

Jim said, 'I can't afford to go out because I've spent all my 
money.' (deny/ explain) 

2 Will said to Julia, 'I won't forget your birthday again.' 
(promise/ admit) 

3 Pablo said, 'I really did lock the door behind me.' (warn / 
insist) 

4 Laura said, 'I've just won first prize in a competition!' 
(deny/ announce) 

5 Oscar said to the assistant, 'All of these shirts are too big 
for me.' (complain/ announce) 

6 Jenny said to me, 'There's going to be a test tomorrow.' 
(warn/ argue) 

7 Jim said, 'I didn't tell anyone what I saw.' (deny/ complain) 

7.4 Other reporting structures 
We can use other structures when we report offers, promises, 
requests, commands, suggestions, etc. 
• verb+ infinitive with to 

agree, offer, promise, refuse, threaten

She offered to help with the cooking. 
To make the infinitive negative, we add not before to.

I agreed not to tell anyone. 
• verb+ object+ infinitive with to 

advise, ask, beg, command, dare, encourage.forbid, instruct,

invite, order, persuade, remind, request, tell, urge, warn

I reminded them to invite Liam.
• verb+ -ing form

admit, deny, mention, propose, recommend, report, suggest

She denied taking the money.
These verbs can also be used with a that clause.
He mentioned that he'd seen you earlier.

• verb+ preposition + -ing form
admit to, apologise for, boast about, confess to, insist on

They insisted on seeing the manager.
• verb+ object+ preposition + -ing form

accuse sb of congratulate sb on, warn sb against

He warned me against trusting Julie. 
• verb+ that+ should clause/ verb+ that+ subjunctive clause 

advise, demand, insist, propose, recommend, request, suggest

He recommended that we book the tickets soon. 
• In formal English, we also occasionally use the subjunctive

with these verbs.
He insisted that we leave at once. 

The head teacher proposed that all students be sent home
early because of the storm. 

- Grammar Builder and Reference 

1 Correct the mistakes in the reported sentences. 

Pat refused listening to my explanation. _ ___ _ 
2 They advised me go to hospital immediately. ____ _ 
3 We congratulated him that he passed his driving test. 

4 She suggested us having a picnic in the park. ____ _ 
5 I confessed losing my sister's new scarf. ___ __ 
6 He invited us go to his party that Friday. ____ _ 
7 I begged him not telling anyone my secret. ____ _ 
8 Oli insisted to paid me half the taxi fare. _ ___ _ 
9 He encouraged us that we should keep trying. 

10 Fiona threatened calling the police. ____ _ 

2 Complete the sentences with a preposition if necessary and 
the correct form of the verbs below. 

drop leave lose make play spend study visit 

1 My neighbour accused me _____ litter in his garden. 
2 He apologised _____ so much noise. 
3 Our teacher reminded us the next chapter 

for homework. 
4 Ian blamed his brother _ ___ _  his favourite T-shirt. 
S The manager ordered everyone the building. 
6 The fans demanded that the band one more 

song. 
7 I admitted _ ____ all my money on a leather jacket. 
8 They recommended that we _ ____ the new art 

gallery. 

7.5 Nouns and dependent prepositions 
Some nouns are followed by certain prepositions, called 
dependent prepositions, e.g. addition to, demand for, increase in, 

obsession with. 

The choice of preposition depends on the noun and its specific 
use and meaning. 

When a verb follows a preposition, we use the -ing form. 
She had no interest in listening to what I was saying. 

1 Complete the sentences with in.for, on, to or with. 

Scientists are still searching for a solution __ the 
problem of global warming. 

2 I don't know what the matter __ my watch is, but it's 
stopped working. 

3 What's the difference _ _  price between these two pairs 
of boots? 

4 Do you have a preference __ tea or coffee? 
S I didn't use to like spicy food but I've got a taste __ it 

since visiting India. 
6 A recent earthquake has had a terrible effect __ some 

countries. 
7 There's been a rise __ prices since the new government 

came to power. 
8 No one could explain the reason __ the broken window. 



Extra Speaking Tasks 

Unit4 

1 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Ask two questions each. Make a 
note of your partner's replies and report back to the class. 

Student A 
1 When did you last go on holiday? Where did you go? Did 

you enjoy it? 

2 Do you think that all young people should have a gap year 

and go travelling? Why?/ Why not? 

Student B 

1 Do you intend to take a gap year? Why?/ Why not? 
2 Do you think it's a good idea for young people to travel on 

their own? Why?/ Why not? 

2 SPEAKING Do the task below. Take turns to be the 

traveller. Make sure you give more than one reason for your 

choice as well as for why you reject the other options. 

You and your family are planning to travel round the world. 

Say which of the adverts is most appealing to you and why. 

Say why you are rejecting the other options. 

I r•;:-.,;t.. . , . 

J }'ravel 80 days around the world 
,;,,, through Europe, Asia and the USA on 
·,· the world's most scenic railways! 
·�.Just £2,500 to travel in style! 
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Unit 5 

SPEAKING Work in pairs. Student A: Do the task in exercise 7 on 
page 60. Student B: Look at the photos and do the task below. 

Compare the photos. Then give your own opinion about the 

importance of sharing hobbies with your friends. Which are 

the best hobbies to do with friends? 

Unit 8 

1 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Do the task below. Use phrases 
from exercises 3 and 7 on page 94 to help you. 

I'd like you to imagine that you are discussing practical ways 

in which people can help to combat climate change. How 

effective are each of the five suggestions? 

How effective are 
these measures at 

com batting climate 
change? 

2 SPEAKING Discuss this question in pairs. 

organisation 

Which are the two easiest ways for young people to combat 

climate change? 

Unit9 

1 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Student A: Answer question 1. 
Speak for about one minute. Student B. Answer question 2. 
Speak for about 30 seconds. 

Compare the photos and say which shop provides the 

better service. 

2 Which shop would you prefer to shop in? Why? 

2 SPEAKING Work in pairs. Student 8: Answer question 1. 

Speak for about one minute. Student A: Answer question 2. 
Speak for about 30 seconds. 

Compare the photos and say why people choose to shop in 

these different ways. 

2 Where do you usually do your shopping? Why? 

-
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A 
Verb patterns 
I can talk about friends and friendship. 

1 Choose the correct verbs to complete the sentences. 

Our teacher wondered/ insisted/ encouraged us to take 

part in the contest. 

2 The student blamed/ denied/ managed taking the money 

from his classmate. 

3 We all reminded/ persuaded/ agreed to meet in town at 

8p.m. 

4 Did you mention/ spend/ tell the idea of going out for a 

pizza to Jessica? 

5 Sean always denies/ offers/ mentions to help his friends. 

6 If you keep/ expect/ agree trying, you will finally succeed! 

2 Complete the sentences with the correct infinitive or -ing 

form of the verbs in brackets. 

When I go shopping for clothes, I spend time 1_____ \ 

(think) about what I'm going to buy. I usually can't afford 
··.·..____ (buy) the brands I really like. If I spend all my 

money on one piece of clothing, I end up 3 
_ ___ _ 

(regret) it. However, if I really like something, I do occasionally 
decide 4 

___ _  (do) that. I enjoy 5 
____ (look) l around the shops for cheaper clothes and I always ask the ; 

shop assistants 6 
_ ____ (give) me a discount.They 

usually refuse 7 _____ (offer) me one, but occasionally 

\ 
I'm lucky and I manage 8 

_____ (get) one! 

3 Match 1-6 with a-f to make sentences. 

1 Kate always begs 0 
2 Jake blamed 0 
3 Anna suggested 0 
4 This ice cream reminds 0 
5 Tom won't 0 
6 Our neighbour didn't thank us 0 
a revising for the exams together. 

b for finding his cat. 

c his sister for their late arrival. 

d mind waiting for us at the bus station. 

e me to help her with her homework. 

f me of our holiday in Italy. 

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verbs below. 

accuse apologise beg blame insist thank 
want warn 

1 Amy and Ewan don't _ __ __ to go to the concert. 

2 Our parents us against swimming in the 

river when we were on holiday. 

3 Chloe _____ on using her mobile phone in the 

cinema even though she was asked not to. 

4 Alex didn't ___ __ for arriving late. 

5 We _____ them to take us on holiday. 

6 Lucy always ___ _ _  other people for her problems. 

7 I _____ Tom for helping me with my homework. 

8 They __ _ __ the students of lying. 

5 Complete the sentences with to do or doing. 

1 He admitted _____ _  badly in the exam. 

2 Lucy has always enjoyed ______ exercise. 

3 My dad persuaded me ____ the course. 

4 The organisers thanked us for _____ the clearing up. 

5 Mark insisted on ______ his homework alone. 

6 Amy has promised the washing-up. 

6 Complete the text with the correct infinitive or -ing form of 
the verbs below. Sometimes both forms are correct. 

be fall go snow spend take turn into 

I prefer 1 _ _____ on holiday in the winter rather than in the
summer, so I'll never forget 2 

_____ in the mountains 

on a skiing holiday last year. I was really excited when it started 
3 _____ during our first night at the hotel. However, the

following morning, the snow hadn't stopped 4 
____ _ 

The coach from the hotel tried 5 ______ us to the ski

station, but the road was in a dangerous condition. The snow on 

the road had started 6 
_ ____ ice and we had to return to 

the hotel. I remember 7 ______ my time looking out of the

hotel window, hoping that they would clear the road! 

7 Complete the sentences with the infinitive or -ing form of 
the verbs in brackets. 

Our teacher first taught us some vocabulary and then 

went on _ __ __ (explain) the meaning of the tenses. 

2 Please remember _____ (take) your keys with you 

when you go out tonight. 

3 Jack will always remember ______ (score) his first 

goal for the school football team. 

4 We'll stop ___ __ (have) a break at 11 a.m. and then 

we'll return to working on the project. 

5 We'll never forget _ ____ _  (meet) our favourite actor 

at the airport. 

6 I'm afraid that I forgot _____ (buy) bread. 



Present and future tenses 
I can use different tenses to talk about the present and future. 

1 Choose the correct verbs to complete the sentences. 

1 What do you usually do/ are you usually doing at 

weekends? 

2 Next time I'm seeing/ I see Jenny, I'll tell her I've seen you. 

3 We're learning/ We learn about space travel at school this 

week. 

4 What time does the World Cup Final start/ is the World 

Cup Final starting tomorrow? 

5 Does your aunt work/ Is your aunt working in the centre 

of town? 

6 My brother is always using/ always uses my phone 

without asking. It's really annoying! 

7 Are you going/ Do you go to Ted's party on Saturday night? 

2 Complete the sentences with will or going to and the verb 
in brackets. 

Have you finished your tea? Pass me your cup and 

I _______ (pour) you some more. 

2 Don't worry, we _______ (phone) you as soon as 

we reach the campsite. 

3 If it's already half past six, we _____ __ (miss) the 

start of the film. 

4 It doesn't matter if you don't have a jacket with you. 

I ___ _ _ __ (lend} you mine. 

5 Max has worked hard, so I'm sure he_ _ __ (do) 

well in the exam. 

6 I've decided that next weekend I _ ___ _ __ (paint) 

my room a different colour. 

3 Choose the correct answer (a or b) to complete the 
sentences. 

Stefan is going camping 

a next week. b every summer. 

2 Have you decided what time 

a you're going out? b you go out? 

3 Tom is always talking 

a when the TV's on! b clearly. 

4 Can you give this to Ben next time 

a you're seeing him? 

5 I always 

a cycle to school. 

6 Do you play basketball 

a this Saturday? 

b you see him? 

b am cycling to school. 

b every Saturday? 

4 Choose the correct verb (a-c) to complete the sentences. 

1 'How often_ running?' 'Twice a week, usually.' 

a are you going b do you go c will you go 

2 'Is the cafe open today?' 'Yes, but it_ at all on Sundays.' 

a isn't opening b doesn't open c won't open 

3 Don't be late tomorrow -the bus_ at nine o'clock. 

a will leave b is going to leave c leaves 

4 Let's go for another swim after we_ this drink. 

a are going to finish b finish c will finish 

5 _ anything interesting at the moment? 

a Are you reading b Will you read c Are you going 

to read 

6 You look cold. I _ you my hat to wear. 

a 'II give b 'm giving c 'm going to give 

7 I'm so excited! My favourite singer_ here in June. 

a plays b will play c is playing 

8 Be careful! That ladder isn' t safe -you_! 

a are falling b are going to fall c fall 

5 Correct the underlined mistakes in the sentences. Use the 
correct present or future tense. 

Una's favourite food is Chinese, but I'm preferring Mexican. 

2 The clouds in the distance are really black-there will be a 

storm. _ _ _ ________ _ _ ____ _ 

3 The school term is going to end next Friday; I can't wait! 

4 Ellie is practising the guitar for an hour each day. 

5 The sun's just come out, so I think I'm going for a walk in 

the park. _ _____ ___________ _ 

6 When you'll find out the final score, let me know. 

7 My sister has decided that she doesn't eat chocolate until 

the end of this month. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ _ 

8 Trains to London will leave here every half an hour. 

6 Complete the email with the correct form of the verbs in 
brackets. There may be more than one possible answer. 

How are you? I hope you , ______ _  (enjoy) the summer 
holidays. I haven't done much so tar, but my aunt and uncle 
2 ___ _ _ __ (come) next week. They 3 _____ _ 
in Canada with my cousins, so 1 4 _______ (not see) them 
very often. They 5 _ __ _ _ __ (stay) with us tor a fortnight,
which is great 1 We plan to take them sightseeing as soon as they 
6 _ _ _____ (arrivel. They haven't been here before but I know 

7 

' 

they - - - - -- - (love) Austria. Let me know your newsl 



Vocabulary 

Life events 
I can talk about my family and life events. 

1 Match the ages (a-g) with the stages of life (1-7). 

1 be an adult a 100+ 

2 be a centenarian b 60+ 

3 be a toddler C 13-19 

4 be an infant d 40-60 

5 be elderly e 1-3 

6 be in your teens f 0-1 

7 be middle-aged g 18+ 

2 Complete the sentences with the adjectives and prepositions 
below. You can use the prepositions more than once. 

addicted aware curious good happy obsessed 
sensitive shocked 

about at by of to with 

Harry is ___ ______ money and he's always 

thinking of ways of making it. 

2 We weren't _ ________ the hotel, and nor were 

we pleased with the way the tour company handled the 

problem. 

3 Don't say anything negative about her work because she's 

very criticism. 

4 Children are _ _______ everything around them 

and want to know how things work. 

5 My grandparents would be offended by the language used 

on TV and_ _ _ _ __ the violence in films. 

6 I'm not very _ _ _ __ ____ maths and always get 

low marks in the exams. 

7 She says she isn't _ _ _ ____ __ chocolate, but I 

always see her eating it! 

8 I didn't realise there was a problem, and I wasn't 

________ the risks 

3 Put the words below in the correct columns to form 
different life events. 

a business a family divorced engaged home 
married school (x2) 

= 
4 Choose the correct prepositions to complete the sentences. 

My grandmother passed over/ through/ away at the age 

of 88. 

2 Dan's parents split up/ off/ in when he was still a toddler. 

3 Rachel was brought on/ at/ up by her aunt and uncle. 

4 We grew up/ over/ on in a small village, and I loved living 

in the countryside. 

5 Many people get married and settle around/ down/ up in 

their thirties. 

6 My sister fell to/ on / in love with a fellow student at 

university, and they became engaged a year later. 

al Unit I Introduction 

5 Replace the underlined words and phrases with the correct 
form of the words and phrases below. 

emigrate inherit learn to drive retire settle down 
split up 

1 My dad is looking forward to finishing work next year and 

having more time for his hobbies. _ _ _ ____ __ _ 

2 When my grandad passed away, my mum gQj: his house 

and some money. ____ _ _ _ _ _ ______ _ 

3 My sister is having driving lessons. _ _ _ _____ _ 

4 My uncle and aunt separated last year after being married 

for fifteen years. _____ _ _ _ _ ______ _ 

5 I don't want to get married and have a family until I've had 

a chance to see the world. _ _ _ _ _ _______ _ 

6 My older brother moved to another country last year to 

look for work. _______ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ 

6 Complete the sequences of events with the phrases below. 

buy a house or flat get divorced get married 
go to university grow up pass away 

retire, become a grandparent, _____ _____ _ 

2 fall in love, get engaged, _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ _ 

3 start school, leave school, _ __ _ _______ __ 

4 get married, split up, _______ ________ _ 

5 be born, be brought up, ____ __ _ ______ _ 

6 leave home, move house, __ __ __ ____ __ _ 

7 Complete the text with the correct form of the words below. 

be buy career fall get job leave married 
settle split start study 

Not everybody does things in the same order. My 

uncle 1 
_ ____ school at sixteen and got his first 

_____ a month later. Then he 3 
______ a 

business and 4 
_____ engaged. and he got 

���--- at seventeen! When he was 25. he 

-�--'--- up with his wife._ sold.his business

and went back to school. Then ·he decided to



Speaking 

Photo comparison 
I can compare photos and give opinions about fame. 

1 Complete the sentences about photo A with the words 
below. 

looks most likely say something sort of sure 

1 I can't be _ _ _ _ _  , but I don't think that it's a concert. 

2 It _ _ _ ___ like they're in the open air. 

3 There's a ______ railing in front of the fans. 

4 The group could be arriving at an airport, or ____ _ 

like that. 

5 The fans in front are ______ friends as well, because 

it seems they have made a banner together. 

6 I'd _ _ _ _ __ that they were excited about seeing their 

favourite band. 

2 Match the gaps in sentences 1-5 with the word and phrases 
below (a-f). 

In both photos, you can see_. 

2 The common theme in the photos is_. 

3 The main difference between the photos is that_ . 

4 In the first photo_ ,  whereas in the second photo_. 

5 Unlike the second photo, the first photo shows_ . 

a the celebrity must be there in the second photo 

b fame and celebrities 

c they're screaming and shouting 

d the fans holding a large banner 

e the fans are waiting for the celebrities to arrive 

f a group of fans 

Speaking Strategy 

When you talk about a photo, try to use a range of 
adjectives. For example, extreme adjectives can make 
your description more expressive. 

Compare the photos. Then give your opinion about why 

fans get so excited about seeing their favourite celebrities. 

Describe a concert or a show that you've been to r�cently. 

3 (tD Read the Speaking Strategy and the task above. 
Then listen to a student doing the task. Which four of the 
extreme adjectives below does she use? Match them with 
adverbs 1-4. 

awful delighted ecstatic exhausted fascinated 
hilarious miserable starving terrible terrified 
thrilled wonderful 

absolutely _ ____ _ 

2 really _ _ _ __ _ 

3 completely _ _ __ _ 

4 totally _ __ __ 

- Unitl Fame

4 (tD Listen again. Which two of the points (a-c) does 
the student mention in answer to the question in the task? 

a They find their favourite celebrities very attractive. 0 
b The celebrities seem unreal until they see them in 

real life. 0 
c They get more excited because they're in a group. 0 

5 Look at the task and the photos below. Then read the 
questions (1-4) and write notes. 

Compare the photos. Then give your own opinion about 

whether celebrities should spend more time with their fans. 

What is the common theme of the photos? 

2 What can you see in both photos? 

3 What is the main difference between the photos? 

4 Do you think celebrities should spend more time with their 

fans? Why?/ Why not? 

6 Now do the task using your notes from exercise 5. 



Review Unit 1 

Vocabulary 

1 Choose the correct answers (a-c) to complete the 
sentences. 

My aunt's rather_ . She wears very weird clothes. 

a cautious b eccentric c industrious 
2 Thanks for waiting. It was really ___ of you. 

a stingy b passionate c considerate 

3 Mark's quite a_ businessman. He tends to make good 

decisions. 

a critical b selfless c shrewd 

4 Patricia's so __ ! She's always looking at herself in the 

mirror. 
a vain b cruel c affectionate 

5 My friends weren't very_ when my budgie died. They just 

laughed! 

a bossy b sympathetic c outgoing 

6 You're so_ ! I wish you were a bit more flexible. 
a stubborn b spontaneous c creative 

Mark: 

2 Complete the sentences with compound adjectives formed 
from the words below. 

behave go mind skin temper work 

Nobody in my family likes visiting my grandfather. He's 
really _ __ _ _  _ 

2 I'm quite ____ __ , so I don't usually get upset if 
people are rude to me. 

3 Those children are very _ _ ____ . They do exactly 
what they're told. 

4 My parents never judge people. They're really 

5 She studies for four hours every night. She's very 

6 Nothing seems to bother my best friend. She's very 

Mark: /6 

3 Complete the sentences with a suitable media word. 

1 The paparazzi are always invading people's _ __ __ 

2 The singer sued the newspaper for _ ____ after the 
article it published about her. 

3 Press _ _ _ __ _  are in charge of what can and cannot 
be reported in the news. 

4 Investigative ___ ___ has led to a number of political 

scandals being revealed recently. 

5 Celebrities are always in the public _ ___ __ 

6 Privacy ___ __ _  prevented the identity of the victim 

from being released. 

r\j Unit 1 Fame

6 

Word Skills 

4 Choose the correct adjective to complete the sentences. 

The afraid/ frightened children hid during the storm. 

2 We heard angry/ annoyed voices from next door. 

3 There are a lot of alone/ lonely old people in the world. 

4 There were a lot of glad/ happy faces at the party. 

5 He picked up the asleep/ sleeping child and put her to bed. 

Mark: / 5 

5 Choose the correct words to complete the sentences. 

The music streaming service Spotify has over 20 million 

providers/ subscribers worldwide. 

2 One of the funniest things about the show is the channel/ 

interaction between the comedian and the audience. 

3 Which provider/ subscriber offers the best service? 

4 The content/ platform on the website isn't good. 

5 Does internet accessibility/ feedback decrease the further 

you move away from your router? 

Mark: /5 

6 Replace the underlined words with extreme adjectives. 

That film was very funny. ____ _ 

2 We were very tired when we got home because we'd been 

travelling all day. ____ __ 

3 My sister was really angry when I spilled coffee on her 

laptop. _ _ _ _  _ 

4 I'm really hungry because I didn' t have time for breakfast 

this morning. _ __ __ 
5 The little boy couldn't take his eyes off the magic show. 

He was really interested. ____ _ 

6 The actress was very frightened when she heard that 

someone was stalking her. _ _ _ _ __ 

Mark: /6 

7 Complete the sentences with the phrases below. 

be sure looks like most likely say that some kind 

They're _ _ _ _ _  journalists, or something like that. 
2 It looks to me like a festival of _____ _ 

3 I can't _ __ _ __ , but I think it's Broadway. 

4 I'd _ ____ she was enjoying all the publicity. 

5 It ____ __ some kind of castle, or maybe a palace. 

Mark: / 5 



Cumulative Review 3 {Units I-5) 

0 
On 17 July 1975, a meeting occurred that a few years 
earlier would have been unthinkable. On that day, US 
astronaut Thomas Stafford and Russian cosmonaut Alexei 
Leonov exchanged the first international handshake in 
space. The Apollo-Soyuz Test Project, named after the two 
spacecraft involved, was a joint venture organised by the 
US and Soviet governments to demonstrate the improy!:)d 
relations between the two nations. The Apollo and·the 
Soyuz were launched on 1 5 July within seven and a half 
hours of each other, and they met over Franc:e, where the 
two spacecraft joined. They stayed connected for nearly 
two days, long enough for the three Americans and two 
Soviets to visit each other's ships, conduct experiments 
together, share meals and converse in each other's 
languages . One of the gifts they exchanged was a bag of 
tree seeds which were later planted in the two countries. 

[I] 
On 27 March 1997, a rather awkward meeting took place 
before the press in a Tennessee state prison hospital. 
The participants were two men: Dexter King, son of the 
murdered civil rights activist Martin Luther King, and 
James Earl Ray, the man who had been convicted of the 
assassination. King was 36 when the meeting happened, 
and Ray was 69 and very sick - he had to be taken to 
the meeting room in a wheelchair. During the 25 minutes 
the two men spent together, King asked Ray if he had 
killed King's father. Ray, who confessed to the killing at the 

time of his arrest, but then withdrew 
his confession, replied that 

he hadn't, to which King 
responded, 'I believe you.' 

Whether Ray was the 
killer or the murder 

was a government 
conspiracy will 
always remain a 
mystery becaus'e 
Ray died of liver 
disease a year later·"' 
in prison. 

Grammar and vocabulary 

' 4 Choose the correct answers (a-c). 

HOW TO REPAIR 

a friendship 
1_ friendships have wobbly moments, and it's quite 
normal for friends to fall out every now and then. The 
important thing is knowing what to do if, or when, this 
2_ and you have an argument,Jn general, the sooner 

"' you,;try to�repclir the friendship,}_, though you 
:. 

sh�91d n�t.approacl]-:youcfriensJ until. you have.both
�", had'time t0 calm down. Under Do circumstances

- 4_.yourfriencf:immediately aft;rwards ana demand
-to sp_eak'.to th_er;h. B:ear ir:lcrnind'.-that�e or'she l/4'lll

_ 5_ just a� hurt"i:!nd '<5ffen€1ed as"you-are. ®nee ·you've 

[Jmap.;1ge�10 cctgl off}i.fjnd�:,ome\Nher� qui�t to �it 
;,•• do..?n an�

2

lhinl<about hot YOlI'r:e gding tO repair 
!,fthe)friepd�hip;·� fase-;to,f�c� O'.).�etin_g is ;:iJways1the 
�"'besf,2 althouglfthere'� a d�nger-\tour friend might 

6 _:'¾J�ur.,offer�tt� spf�k ---. rst.,,�owe,yer, irs verx
oiil<.ely that tney wiQ sto pealing to you 7

_ ,-so

o,:t!t, tiiJ:1.9 ��f;lin O�/ln9c, .  erJ?ccasi
_
§'n. Wben ypu ·•. 

·
starf'the donver'sation, you need to �pologise fofr the 

wa¥;,you ?,ave g-fted, eve� J yo� we��n 't the person
-..Jrrher.§!'s n4poinfir:i lecturing yo1:fr friencl 9 _:_· their 
beh��iotir;_asJITi.s aei:;,maGK wo�J WOFk. AusefukwayJo

-:.��corit1nue;"rs to 1�.:_ a��gooa•:memoryttshar� witH"youi"''*F 
:_frie8d· Oqfe Yp.u fin�yourselves on cbmme>n grC>und, ·. 
�:"" the,ionvirsati&p sh�ald flow mo;e easily, ·a�9 yol:J'II bei2 

able4o t,iJK about wt1�tever it 
-

you ta-II out 
firs{tplac�· 

'0 - c• �Tl?

a All b All the c Each of 
2 a happen b happens c will happen 
3 a best b better c the better 
4 a you should call b call you c should you call 
5 a be feeling b feeling c have felt 
6 a turn away b turn down c turn off 
7 a at last b for good c in effect 
8 a at fault b by mistake c in doubt 
9 a about b for C in 

10 a bring about b bring in c bring up 

Writing 

5 Some people say that you can't be friends with a person 

you hardly ever see. Write an essay in which you give your 
opinion of this view and show how a friendship of yours 

illustrates this. 
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..___ _ __, Cumulative Review 4 (Units I-7) 

Listening 

1 r+JJm Listen to a radio programme about the Ponzi 
scheme. Decide if the sentences are true (T) or false (F). 

1 A Ponzi scheme is a way of deceiving investors. 0 
2 The first ever Ponzi scheme was run by Charles Ponzi. 0 
3 Ponzi set up his scheme as soon as he arrived in the 

USA. D 
4 The scheme involved the buying and exchanging of 

International Reply Coupons. 0 
5 Ponzi's scheme was illegal right from the start. 0 
6 At the height of the scheme, Ponzi was making a quarter of 

a million dollars a day. 0 
7 Ponzi's investors wanted to leave the scheme when the 

police began investigating his company. 0 
8 Ponzi was sent back to the country of his birth on his 

release from prison. 0 

Speaking 

2 Work in pairs. You've lost your school bag containing all 
your books. You think you left it on the train. Report the 

loss to the train company. In the conversation, discuss the 
following points: 

1 the circumstances of losing the bag 

2 a description of the bag 

3 what was in the bag 

4 what will happen next 

Reading 

3 Read the text below and choose the correct answers. 

The most shocking thing about Amina Arraf is that 

a she disappeared and remains missing. 

b she wasn't a real person. 

c she wasn't afraid to express her views on line. 

d she was very close to an American man. 

? 
•



Listening 

1 � Listen to four speakers talking about their favourite 
TV advertisement. Match speakers 1-4 with sentences A-E. 
There is one extra sentence. 

A He/She recognises a familiar scene in the ad. 
B He/She admires the technique used to make the ad. 
C He/She praises the clever slogan at the end of the ad. 

D 
D 
D 

D He/She enjoys seeing somebody made happy in the ad. 0 
E He/She empathises with one of the characters in the ad. 0 

Speaking 

2 You want to advertise a fundraising event your school is 
holding. Say which of these places is the best for advertising 
the event and why. Say why you are rejecting the other option. 

Reading 

3 Read the article. Match sentences A-G with gaps 1-5 in the 
article. There are two extra sentences. 

A As a result, Kua pa Kokoo received only half of the cocoa they 
had paid for and had no money left to buy more. 

B The income they received from cocoa was vital for paying for 
school fees and medical costs. 

C Now the company comprises around 85,000 small-scale 
farmers, and it has its own chocolate brand, Divine. 

D Then, they replaced all of the weighing scales to ensure that 
they hadn't been fixed to give the farmers a lower price. 

E This time, they received a much larger loan to work with and 
the banks were back to normal, so the farmers could cash 
their cheques. 

F As the weeks progressed, recorders began to hire their own 
private trucks, taking on more responsibility. 

G Genuinely concerned about poorer farmers, he recruited 
experienced cocoa people, who he knew and trusted, and 
found an office for the company in the city of Kumasi. 

• 

0

"oiipeifpleJn the c6�6a'busi�e;s used , 
t'a'ialigt'rat tt1iit1ea that ta7rri�rs �ould,. 

, .. J{ :hav·e the_ir ovvh·d3�pany, That 'was before 
�J'..f;ffi'e. coco�i'farmers� co-operative. Kua pa Kokoo '- ; . 
;�\':.;.: liter.ally!b'est farmer co·coa'' - ·�as 'established .; 
·: ·. :· 16,.Ghan�)i'l 1993, 1�.n is one of the most . ;'.·:
�� -i;,,,� 7i"4."$* . . ,., . �--. �- .!;• •• ;, ·:' \ "<_· --- ' -"' : :  •• '. < ""': �-"' " -- . 
i ·.. successfyl members of the fa_ir trade·.gfoup, the 

,'"I dv'erfl�r,f th�t promo1es ethica't tradt�'g ... BtJt.t�t
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�(: _-"f';-�: .:· "'· «:·> -�- --..--.-0 · j,.,_, �,y .,. :;,;·•'-¼'. -t .;; ··:·.,.-.:"., ware .. Qf the·ne�d. foy;a companyprote.cting smaJl- .. ,., 
rrri'ers iri Ghana wherithe·govemment'was .':. ,.,� 

\
. · ligeidJ�·Ran.d\).;ertonffol·of the'cotoa·tra"de{ r :

\:t·):.t�:prifate co'mpanles'.ttfap:a K�l«fo wa� set ub_·.;' . 
.. :·,},,�·n.clff'fhfman�g�mept of·�Jn/F,rimpor,g,�whq 

, .. :· \'::'?� c.1.n·enginef{r arida' farmer,-andO�lso)1}rci�fld >·-.
of,tt,�..,G�anaia-n�f?res!d.enf r. <' -Ku'�pa Kak?o r:19w /. :-

;�� q��.a',���e:g��:�t��n,i::�·: .·.·. :. .. ' · .. �_>·:.: ·· ·· 
.he"first chall�nge facing the new·compariy: 'f, 

�J�·�J?ff�Rtjqr;';.�,hich\th.e �a�a.gJ�,ent.tef�sea
·itolefrate)First;they: m�de contact with 0<)·.·· 

"aE{peniJent/ecbrcfers iff e�ch villagil�.ih�t is;�, 
�:p�6ple�who}mana�e'.the re'i�tio[1s

.
11fo.wJth·tt�"··· 

arh1ersin9
,
t.�k

.
eihe cocoa,Jo.bj�:we1gt1ed:'"'·:r ·r 

aLLt; .. the/t·r�'ined•the"'reco'rd7r{1to·t�e;sa.mp" 
. ihe gov. rnm'�nt'!';' q'.u;Lity,c'britrbr offic�r,s; 

�2�_ ... _l_t����-��.:��-.tt�.-i j.
i
;t( � 

": .. ):: ,_;.:°\¢\•,:_· r -t ' \ -:· ''t.;t.'·_: ... c;_}. 
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Cumulative Review 5 {Units I-9) 

' .;?,• ' ' . ·,itf·. �. ;
> 

)' . ·\ . ':. ···t,;;;;who flatl'previously loG>ked dbwr'i on.th1�m·an1d 

\. ,J·ae·cl;r�d the produce low qJality 
_ ,,given a��tip'. �(l0.okid as if Kuapa KQkoo ,·-�···--·-J,.

·"'.to do b.usine·ss. . . 
.. �. . ,. • � ;,, ., " .. �-*. �·�""-· T�e next p.r:oblem was m9ney_:..._or lack of 

. , ct,eques the company had :been plan�n_ing 
. : "the farmers with-

.
could ·riot be exchanged f?

· \,'cash be2at.;�e thrr�gional banks h�d (u� OU o
·: ti'a·nknotes: So�the Kuap� management had-tb ·:-'.

- ' C... -� ,.;. • .� • - J.- . ._ "),· ::-;:-":':,:;.-·' 
� 

' •'. ·witMraw,from the.bank inGhanaian curren�"'-'"• ;f', 
:c:· :'-,�fyiost'onhe £ioo,oo6·Loa�:th�y 'hac{be:en:giv'.en·, - ,:_ , -� .. '"�Because of the 'com·petitiv1ftn:id{ng environm��t fo'( 

. ., ' - ,, . . . . . . . . .. """' .• ' ·' ' • ,: th� villages at the. til)le, the.r:e was muth·confu�.i01::( 
'-. ; over the fo�o�· that nad,been promised 1:o,e12h"'':·:·: �·�::: < '-� • •.•t

::, _ • 1-»· ' • ·, ,;.. '-y 1 ""-. • �>, :,::}'' .:,."f,htu,·�_;,::f'.· , · company: :'!-� The first ·season had been an:::='�'"·"·:. 
'i-

��-olut;_ 
d\s��):r: .. \ "' .• -. _;c :�--:� :� �i,,�': ��: );';. \: . .:,.,:.,q,cc,,;,;,j 

,;Fortunately, the c.o:mpany t}ad tl:1e sypport of;tt}1=�-
7 agencies to.try �gain the:fpJl9�ing y�a-�.,�_:___J�-e�'i� . 

.._ ·,·.c?°mp,an}'s newiick .Up.and P�y' syst�m, bYiwhic�. 
:}the r'ec:Orders'froryi !?ach villag� wouJd ccillec(th� :, ·; 
· ,(!QCOa_and recejve ·payn:,en\ fof it��V�ry'.t�o.w'�i�s�·.,: · 

/. >iwas a ·success. At ttie end of the second season; � . . .,_ -· • .•,.. • • • •' / .• ...., -: - ·.-. �·, �·.,, r... .. -� . ..._.:' • _:.,. �;- ,'; ..... -L.:�· _'. i 

, .. : . ·Kuapa;Kok'qo1w:a·s officialty' icl�nti!ie<;l as th.e m,o�t · .�{"fi:�:; 
· ·. : ;.·tefficienf of:the' new ,cocoa/o'rnpanies.".Sin'ceJM�n/i ,... .. , ' ��� ��Vict��k�f �a�k ' ;\( : ' ;t,·:; �:}!�" 

·:, v·····,,4,;>,T' 

Grammar and vocabulary 

4 Choose the correct answers (a-c). 

1 a to discard b discarded 
2 a afford b budget 
3 a against b for 
4 a All b It 
5 a even if b supposing 
6 a fewer b less 
7 a don't go b not going 
8 a come across b pull up 
9 a put them off b tell off them 

C discarding 
c haggle 
C with 
C What 
c unless 
C little 
c not to go 
c stop over 
c tell them off 

10 a are distributed b were distributed c would be 
distributed 

Writing 

5 A newspaper recently published an article about the fair 
trade movement suggesting that young people don't 
usually buy fair trade products. Write a letter to the editor 
where you express your opinion about this, suggesting 
ways of making these products more accessible to 
young people. 

Cumulative Review t:iilll 



Irregular verbs 

Base form Past simple 

be was/were 
become became 
begin began 
bend bent 
bite bit 
blow blew 
break broke 
bring brought 
build built 
burn burned/ burnt 
buy bought 

can could 
catch caught 
choose chose 
come came 
cost cost 
cut cut 

do did 
draw drew 
drink drank 
drive drove 

j eat I ate 

fall fell 
feel felt 
fight fought 
find found 
fly flew 
forget forgot 

get got 
give gave 
go went 
grow grew 

hang hung 
have had 
hear heard 
hide hid 
hit hit 

I keep 
know 

lay laid 
lead led 
learn learned/ learnt 
leave left 

1111D Irregular verbs 

Past participle 

been 
become 
begun 
bent 
bitten 
blown 
broken 
brought 
built 
burned/ burnt 
bought 

been able to 
caught 
chosen 
come 
cost 
cut 

done 
drawn 
drunk 
driven 

I eaten 

fallen 
felt 
fought 
found 
flown 
forgotten 

got 
given 
gone 
grown 

hung 
had 
heard 
hidden 
hit 

I 
kept 
known 

laid 
led 
learned/ learnt 
left 

Base form Past simple Past participle I 

lend lent lent 
lose lost lost 

make made made 
mean meant meant 
meet met met 

I overcome [ overcame [ overcome 

I 

pay 
put 1 

paid 
put 1 

paid 
put 

read read read 
ride rode ridden 
ring rang rung 
run ran run 

say said said 
see saw seen 
sell sold sold 
send sent sent 
set set set 
shake shook shaken 
shine shone shone 
shoot shot shot 
show showed shown/ showed 
shut shut shut 
sing sang sung 
sink sank sunk 
sit sat sat 
sleep slept slept 
smell smelled/ smelt smelled/ smelt 
speak spoke spoken 
spell spelled/ spelt spelled/ spelt 
spend spent spent 
spill spilled/ spilt spilled/ spilt 
stand stood stood 
steal stole stolen 
swim swam swum 

take took taken 
teach taught taught 
tell told told 
think thought thought 
throw threw thrown 

I understand I understood I understood 

wake woke woken 
wear wore worn 
win won won 
write wrote written 
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